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CORRIGENDUM
Volume 77, Number 1 (2001), in the article ‘‘Influence Function of
Halfspace Depth,’’ by Mario Romanazzi, pages 138161 (doi:10.1006
jmva.2000.1929): Property 2 on page 142 holds when the optimal half-
space is unique. When x has several optimal halfspaces, an additional
infinitesimal mass at z has a positive influence on dHS(x; F) if and only if
z belongs to the intersection of the optimal halfspaces; otherwise it has a
negative influence. This follows from the very definition of optimal
halfspace. Also note that, on page 142, the expression for the influence
function should read
IF(z; dHS(x; F))={&dHS(x; F),1&dHS(x; F),
if d (z )HS(x; F)d
(z)
HS(x; F);
otherwise.
On the same page, the expression of the perturbation dHS(x; F ) should read
dHS(x; F )
={dHS(x; F)&=dHS(x; F),dHS(x; F)+=(1&dHS(x; F)),
if d (z )HS(x; F)d
(z)
HS(x; F)+=(1&=);
otherwise.
The present version of Property 2 requires some claims and examples to
be partially updated. On page 143, the sentence starting on line 16 should
read: Since the union of the optimal halfspaces is R2, IF(z; dHS((12, 12)T; F))
is constant and equal to &12 for z{(12, 12)T, IF((12, 12)T;
dHS((12, 12)T; F))=12 and supz # R2 |IF(z; dHS((12, 12)
T; F))|=12. On
page 143, line 26, the definition of Ax is
Ax=[z # R p : z belongs to the intersection of all optimal halfspaces].
On page 155, the last sentence but one should read: Thus, for all z # R2,
z{xA, IF(z; dHS(xA ; F))=&49, and F(xA ; dHS(xA ; F))=59; i.e., the
influence function is a.e. (with respect to F) equal to &49. On page 156,
the influence functions of xB and xC must be modified as follows.
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IF(z; dHS(xB ; F))={0, z1>1 _ z2>1;1, z11 & z21.
IF(z; dHS(xC ; F))={&825,1725,
4z1&z2&9<0 _ z1&4z2+9>0;
4z1&z2&90 & z1&4z2+90.
The plot of IF(z; dHS(xC ; F)) in Fig. 6 should be modified accordingly.
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